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The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers  

Trash #321 January 2023 

Find us on  or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/ 

Unless indicated, all r*ns are on Mondays at 19.00pm and all directions/ timings are approximate starting from 

Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction. Please adjust journey time accordingly from your location. 

DATE #NO ON ON Post Code HARES  

2nd January 2023 2290 Six Bells, Chiddingly BN8 6HT On On Don 

Directions: A27 east to Lewes. A26 then B2132 through Ringmer. B2124 to Golden Cross. Turn right on A22 then next left. 

Keep left and pub is approx. 1.5 miles. Est 30 mins. 

9th January 2023 2291 Jack & Jill Clayton BN6 9PD Fukarwe  

Directions: North on A23, stay in left hand lane and filter on to A273. Pub on left after Clayton Hill. Est. 5 mins.  

16th January 2023 2292 BN6 Bar. Hassocks TBC BN6 8AR Dangleberry 

Directions: North on A23 filter left on A273 over Clayton Hill. Turn right at Stone Pound traffic lights, pub just past Grand 

Avenue on right hand side opposite Boots, approx. 1/2 mile. Free parking in Dale Avenue carpark BN6 8LN. Est. 15 minutes 

23rd January 2023 2293 Bull, Shermanbury BN5 9AD One Erection 

Directions: A23 north to A281. Follow through Henfield. Pub on left just after Picnic Area. Aka Pizza hut! Est. 25 mins. 

30th January 2023 2294  Stanley Arms, Portslade  BN41 1SS Ride it Baby 

Directions: A27 west to 2nd exit, Hangleton link. At traffic lights turn right on Old Shoreham Road. Through next traffic lights 

then left just before Texaco garage into Wolseley Road. Pub on right but parking can be tricky. Est 10 mins. 

Receding Hareline:  
06/02/2023 2295  The Horse, Hurstpierpoint   Lily The Pink 

13/02/2023 2296 Saddlescombe Farm St Bernard  

20/02/2023 2297 Cuckmere Inn, Exceat Bridge Black 

Stockings 

27/02/2023 2298 New Oak, Patcham  Drambulie & BB  

 

CRAFT #127 – Can’t Remember A Flaming Thing!  

A CRAFT tour of Brighton’s best fireplace pubs! ## note 

change of date! ## 
10/02/2023 18.00 P trail from Brighton Station - Dangleberry 

Hashing around Sussex: 

CRAP UK H3: 

05/02/2023 11.00am Kingscote Vineyards 

Hare: Dangleberry 

Hastings H3 - r*ns start 10.66am (11.06am) unless indicated 

12/02/2023 Battle Great Woods. Marley Lane c/p TN33 0RB 

Hares: Bushsquatter & Cliffbanger 

W&NK H3 joint with OCH3: Celebrating Belgrano’s 1000th 

19/02/2023  11.00 Woldingham Village Club  

Hares: Sir Ray and Possum 

 onononononononononononononononon 

Thought for the day: Don’t resolve to give up beer for Dry January.  
It’s just a new year not April Fools Day! 

 



BH7 HASH

BH7 have been invited join a joint WNK, EGH, OCH, BH7
celebrity dress theme in the summer.  The celebrity has given their 
approval and the aim is to fill the pub with lookalikes! 

This has been set for the evening of Monday 14
your diaries, and start sorting your outfits.

Hi Bouncer, 

Here's the official info! Janet Street Porter

Loose Women!! Whacky enough?! 

Westerham and North Kent H3 are having a Celebrity Hash run from the 

Kentish Horse in Markbeech, Kent. We want to fill the Kentish Horse with 

Janet Street Porters. 

Janet Street Porter has been contacted and has given us permission to 

have a run where all the Hashers are dressed as JSP. Of course, after the 

run we will be in the pub where a contest for the most lifelike JSP will take 

place. There will also be a prize for a JSP that talks like the original !!

Janet Street Porter has said that if we get some photos she may be able to 

get them on Loose Women. (At last a chance to appear on telly

We are contacting OCH3, EGH3, Guildford, Barnes and others.

Best regards Dave Cordrey – aka Breaking Wind aka Britney Spears

On on, Fetherlite! 

Subject: Compton Challenge – 20th May 2023

Dear BHHH secretary, 

I hope you don't mind being emailed out of 

raise the profile of the Compton Challenge (Saturday 20th May 2023) which will be returning to the race calendar after 

an absence of 3 years. 

The new look, Compton Challenge comprise

village recreation ground (RG20 6NP). These are trail races which follow scenic tracks and paths that pass through and 

over the Berkshire Downs. 

Please could you share this link with any of your members who you think would enjoy our race 

http://www.comptonharriers.co.uk/WebPlus/Challenge.html

Best wishes, 

Martin Fray (Compton Harriers – Chairman)

A couple of web updates of note: 
A new map of all 52 trails of 2022 : http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wheredowehash/BH7%20Hash
An updated map of all known trails going back 13 years : http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wheredowehash/BH7
13%20years.html 
On On Issue #31 has been uploaded : http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/Misc/2022
tribute to Phil.  
Cheers and on on, Keeps It Up 

DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by 
Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:

06-10/04/2023  Sloshed in Sitges with FUK FMH3

30/6-2/7/2023 Funny French Weekend at the Kirks 
near Gorron. Full details will be available in the next issue 
of the Boggy Shoe, but essentially this is
weekend. Book your own crossing and, if not camping, 
your own accommodation. Please let Bouncer or Bollocks 
know if planning on attending. 

17-20/08/2023 Eurohash - Baarlo, The Netherlands at 
The Dutch Castle de Berckt – Full 

25-28/08/2023 UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire 
REGSTRATION OPENS 10am on 11th March 2023.
This event is limited to 500 places and there will be an 

enormous amount of interest from overseas hashers as

it is just one week after Eurohash, so set your alarms!

08-10/03/2024  Interhash Queenstown, New Zealand 
https://www.interhash2024.com/  

 EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES

invited join a joint WNK, EGH, OCH, BH7 hash with a 
The celebrity has given their 

approval and the aim is to fill the pub with lookalikes!  

This has been set for the evening of Monday 14
th

 August so get the date in 
r diaries, and start sorting your outfits. 

orter has asked for photos to put on 

Westerham and North Kent H3 are having a Celebrity Hash run from the 

Kent. We want to fill the Kentish Horse with 

Janet Street Porter has been contacted and has given us permission to 

have a run where all the Hashers are dressed as JSP. Of course, after the 

contest for the most lifelike JSP will take 

place. There will also be a prize for a JSP that talks like the original !! 

Janet Street Porter has said that if we get some photos she may be able to 

get them on Loose Women. (At last a chance to appear on telly !) 

We are contacting OCH3, EGH3, Guildford, Barnes and others. 

aka Breaking Wind aka Britney Spears 

20th May 2023 

I hope you don't mind being emailed out of the blue but I am contacting running clubs in the region in an attempt to 

raise the profile of the Compton Challenge (Saturday 20th May 2023) which will be returning to the race calendar after 

The new look, Compton Challenge comprises a full marathon, plus a 16 mile race which start/finish on the Compton 

village recreation ground (RG20 6NP). These are trail races which follow scenic tracks and paths that pass through and 

any of your members who you think would enjoy our race 

http://www.comptonharriers.co.uk/WebPlus/Challenge.html 

Chairman) Email: m.fray@hotmail.co.uk 

A new map of all 52 trails of 2022 : http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wheredowehash/BH7%20Hash
An updated map of all known trails going back 13 years : http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wheredowehash/BH7

ssue #31 has been uploaded : http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/Misc/2022-Xmas.pdf 

 

being attended by 
Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes: 

Sloshed in Sitges with FUK FMH3 

Funny French Weekend at the Kirks 
Full details will be available in the next issue 

this is a pay as you go 
weekend. Book your own crossing and, if not camping, 

own accommodation. Please let Bouncer or Bollocks 

Baarlo, The Netherlands at 

UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire –  
March 2023. 

This event is limited to 500 places and there will be an 

enormous amount of interest from overseas hashers as 

is just one week after Eurohash, so set your alarms! 

Interhash Queenstown, New Zealand - 

Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:

GM  Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood

On-Sec Don ‘On-Don’ Elwick

Webfart Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle

Hare Raiser Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

Beer Monster Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson

RA’s Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King

   John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins

Hash Cash Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson

Hash Trash  John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins

Haberhash Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland

Hash Horn  Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer

SDW relay  Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones 

Hashtorian David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans

Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride-

Hash awards Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones 

 Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

NOTICES  

the blue but I am contacting running clubs in the region in an attempt to 

raise the profile of the Compton Challenge (Saturday 20th May 2023) which will be returning to the race calendar after 

s a full marathon, plus a 16 mile race which start/finish on the Compton 

village recreation ground (RG20 6NP). These are trail races which follow scenic tracks and paths that pass through and 

any of your members who you think would enjoy our race 

A new map of all 52 trails of 2022 : http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wheredowehash/BH7%20Hash-2022-map.html 
An updated map of all known trails going back 13 years : http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wheredowehash/BH7-last-

Xmas.pdf - The magazine includes a 

Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who: 

Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood 

Don’ Elwick 

Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle 

Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons 

Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson 

Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King 

John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins 

Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson 

John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins 

‘Wildbush’ Holland 

Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer 

Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones  

David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans 

-It, Baby’ Morfitt 

Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones  

Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons  



Embracing Christmas
 

 



REHASHING the Christmas Hash: 
Hi Hashers, 

A big thank you to all who helped organise the Xmas Hash 
Bash, in particular Anybody, who set the trail and hosted the 
sip stop; Lily the Pink, Bouncer, Pondweed/Fukarwe, Rebel 
without his keys and Dangleberry for presenting awards, 
Psychlepath for the music, KIU and Dangleberry for IT and 
Knightrider and Wildbush for counting the pennies. 

Thanks to all who came and made it another memorable night. 

Thinking of absent hashers, past and present, who we all miss. 

Have a peaceful Christmas.On On, Ride It Baby xx 

And thank you RiB for once again taking overall responsibility 
in making sure we have another great Christmas hash, party, 
and awards night! Reviews by Bouncer (r*n) and Dangleberry 
(balance): 

Run 2288 The Hassocks Hotel, Hassocks – Quite honestly the 
Christmas hash r*n is almost an irrelevance with the wealth of 
activity to follow but Ride-It, Baby had gone to all the effort of 
setting so the opportunity was taken to don our finest Christmas 
fancy dress, including a stunning light filled poncho by Bonking 
Queen, and head off through the tunnel to the west side of the 
station. Trail continued along Stanford Avenue, up Stonepound 
then along Little Copse Road to find the tunnel under the railway. 
Up Woodsland there was a brief off-road, against the run of play, 
to Oak Tree Drive. After a cunning check on Grand Avenue we 

continued down Ockley Lane 
where the assumption of a sip at 
Badgers place actually took us in 
roughly the right direction for 
the actual sip at Anybody’s new 
abode, although the insistence of some that he lived opposite the Greyhound threw us 
briefly! Mulled wine and victualled up we retraced our steps for a simple route straight home 
along the Keymer Road to change into sparkly and posh gear, charge our glasses with the 
hash complimentary pint of Harvey’s Old or Best, and rattle the cutlery! 

Then in a dining version of musical chairs, the 36 attending found pew either side of two 
long tables. And while the pack awaited their starters orders, an ensemble cast of Xmas 
RA’s launched somewhat chaotically into the awards, numbered here for ease-of-digestion: 
1) Hare Of The Year, awarded by Rebel Without His Keys, to, drumroll, Lily The Pink. And 
this was deservedly received for the theatrical reveal masterclass that was the August run 
2269 from The John Harvey Tavern in Lewes. That morphed 

to the taproom of the Harvey’s Brewery itself, with free beer! The award prize was Rebel’s 
hash horn, although only ‘metaphysically’, as Rebel will retain the role, and indeed the horn, 
is that right? Infact, Lily The Pink was awarded also an appropriately-pink tiara, for Best Hash, 
and Best Sip, for that memorable run. The bar is set high for 2023! 2) Conveniently, with LTP 
on-stage, and speedily as his starter was getting cold, he then awarded International Hasher 
Of The Year to Gromit. This for his travels so far-and-wide that we don’t know where he’s 
been (for a trip to New Zealand which he’s yet to make, but trying to garner support for 
Interhash Queenstown! Ed.) The prize was a fitting ship’s wheel. 3) Resuming after starters, 

Pondweed awarded the Best Hasher / Fastest Hasher prize of a 
pair of bell-ended pink elf boots, with white furry trim, to 
Sticky Balls. Indeed SB later donned the boots, for some fairy-
footwork moves on the dancefloor. 4) Dangleberry then 
awarded the Best Newcomer prize of a cuddly reindeer, to a 
harriet who has brought a sparkling light to BH7. And no more 
so than during the run, with her illuminated technicolour 
dream cape, it was Bonking Queen. 5) Next up, Bouncer 
awarded the Getting Lost prize to On On Don, and in-absentia 
from the bash, Pompette. This for their joint haring of the 
November run 2285, from The Blacksmith’s Arms in Halland. 
Specifically, for having the pack twice circuit a mist-swirled 
field, before on-haring the exit. For which the pair were 
awarded the FOOTPATH finger-pointer prize. That this year 
was augmented with a second such pointer, pointing in the 

opposite direction, one way for On On Don and the other for Pompette! This second pointer 
was dropped off at the start of the bash proceedings, by a hasher I recognise but know not 
the name, who then headed. 6) With the main dishes arriving, this award wodge was 
concluded with Ride It Baby’s presentation of the tutu-adorned pewter tankard Best Fancy 
Dress prize, to BQ. That of course, was for her glowing gossamer cape, that showed us the 
way in the bash hash winter’s gloom. 7) Resuming before desserts with the Numpty award, 
Bouncer first listed the runners-up, namely Angel for her torch loss on Rebel’s snowy 



 
December run 2287, from the White Horse in Ditchling. And then Prince Crashpian, for not picking-up on heavy clue 
dropping as to the bash hash sipstop host: ‘It could be Anybody’. And ‘It’s Anybody’s guess’. Thanks, Anybody, for I reckon 
this year’s best homemade mulled wine :-) The winner though was RIB, for accidentally smashing the handle of her just-
purchased mug, that was destined to be her award! 8) Handily with RIB on-stage, it was then her turn to award a pair of 
oval-framed portraits, that featured hounds, to our 4-legged hashers. The Best Attending Hash Dog award went to LTP’s You 
Stupid Bastard, aka Bentley, and accepted by ‘Uncle’ One Erection. With the Runner Up Hash Dog award going to Drambulie 
and Bosom Boy’s un-attending Just Rico. 9) Continuing the canine theme, St Bernard received the no-contest Hilliest Route 
award, for any-and-all of his trails. With the prize of a mug with intact handle handed over by Bouncer. 10) Dangleberry was 
then up for what he cautioned would be a lengthy ‘after-dinner speech’ award for Spiciest Hash, featured in separate panel. 
With prize of a string of alternating red+green chillis, on neck-worn yoke. But first though, DB made special mention of 
Pondweed’s earlier wardrobe malfunction, that saw him mis-align his tartan waistcoat buttons. Upon which he failed to 
reassure with the admission ‘I’ll sort myself out in the toilet’. 11) RIB awarded the Hash Burka to Drambulie, for reasons that 
escape your author, followed by the pair’s energetic dance leading. 12) Concluding the ceremonials, LTP conferred Best Hat 
award, and also the brand-new Ridiculously Long Award Speech award, on Dangleberry, with prize of a green corduroy cap. 
With the winning hats being DB’s ’Rondolph Weasley’ moose on white woolly hat, hat. And his Dog’s Xmas plush toy set, 
featuring roast turkey and squeaky carrot+sprout, likewise attached to white woolly hat, hat. And with that, the tables were 
pushed back, and the after-dinner dancing got improperly underway. 

 
Spiciest Hash award: With four runners-up, the pack were in for a marathon spiel, clocking-in at 15 minutes. 1) First-up, it was hare Jenny 
Greenteeth, for her December run 2287 White Horse sipstop-serve of spiced rum and cinnamon-spiced biscuits, perfectly-judged for the 
snowy conditions. And that wasn’t the only spicy goings-on, as the powder gave Hash Gomi no finer business opportunity, as within minutes 
of first snowfall HG was advertising sledges in various hues. Including trying to wedge your author with a large pink one, as well as playing 
pocket snowball. 2) Next runner-up was haring duo Knight Rider and Mudlark, for their December run 2286 Queens Park Tennis Club apres 
of chilli with rice+chutney and French stick for just a fiver, hash loves a bargain! And on the spice, seated Whose Shout shouted to bar-
resident Rebel Without His Keys, ‘bring over the spicy sauce’. To which Rebel queried, ‘what the whole thing ?!’ Rebel, I know it’s a tennis 
club, but did you intend instead to flick-serve sauce blobs from bar to WS’s plate? 3) Another duo, another spicy bargain, this time On On 
Don and Pompette, haring us back to the Blacksmith’s Arms in Halland on the November run 2285. Where for just a tenner, it was a drink 
and a variety of tasty veg+nonveg curries with rice+popadom, that worked wonders to restore warmth. And it got a bit hot on-trail too, with 
Angel’s sheer relief on exiting the misty field causing her to exclaim ‘my feet are frozen, I hope there’s a roaring log fire back at the pub !’. 
And with Hot Fuzz exclaiming in response, ‘there’s always a fire in my heart when I’m running with you !’. Before HF nearly landed straddling 
a barbed-wire topped stile, that threatened to cause a fire elsewhere in his person. 4) By being absent from the bash, Roaming Pussy 
narrowly-escaped the Spiciest Hash award, with her homegrown chilli glut. Which RP offered at many a recent hash, introducing to your 
author as ‘they’re only mild, eat them whole’. Which nearly blew off the top of my mouth! 5) The award winners, though, were, drumroll, hares 
Bouncer+Angel, for their fabulous+extensive curry home apres. This marked Bouncer’s 30th hashiversary November run 2283 from 
Buckingham Park parcark. The pack were treated to poppadoms, samosas, bhajis with lime pickle, mango chutney, yogurt and mint, and 
biryani rice with sultanas. All circled around a voluminous curry of pumpkin, courgette, chickpeas and coconut milk, with nehari spice mix. 
And the trail was pretty hot also, with the pack encountering a naked couple in a steamed-up car, at the climax of the ascent, the formerly 
intimate encounter being bathed in hasher’s torchlight. Phew, bit hot in here! 



I said to my sister, “How do you stop the kids from finding their Christmas presents?” 
She said “Put them in the loft.” “I said, “That’s a bit cruel but I’ll give it a go. Jackets on kids, up you go!” 

 
“So what do you want for Christmas?” 

“Well, lately I’ve been really into groceries and gas. Utilities are cool. Stuff like that.” 

 
Emitting a silent fart when opening a Dairylea Triangle will convince dinner guests it’s an expensive French cheese 

 



REHASHING the Boxing Day hash 

Run 2289 The Park View, Brighton – With sunshine bathing this 11am Boxing 
Day Bank Hol hash, whatever offerings or consumptions you made on 
Wednesday’s Winter Solstice to encourage the sun’s return, worked, so thank 
you! Less sunny was the sign-in sheet, which languished at just six individuals 
for days. That is until Bonking Queen informed hare Nasty Nips of an incurred 
snarf that meant names had to be typed rather than selected from 
dropdown. And as soon as NN kindly investigated and remedied that hurdle 
to participation, the pack stormed in, filling the sheet to a healthy 29. And so 
gathering outside this elevated castle of an establishment accessed via brick 
footbridge, the peaceful milling of the pack was interrupted by the screech of 
bicycle brakes that heralded the lastminute-dot-com arrival of Ride It Baby. 
Who’s very first utterings enquired as to the availability of a loo enroute, with 

all options queried including domestic, commercial, public, and au-naturel. Seemingly RIB had been so busy imbibing Xmas 
refreshments that she’d not had a moment to de-tank. Fortunately it was a convenience that Whose Shout’s place was just minutes 
into the trail. And so at first check, the hare conferred upon the pair special dispensation to sprint ahead to Chez WS, following not 
the true trail, not the false trail, but a ‘pee-trail’. Later at circle, the de-tanked RIB was 
of course topped-up with a DD. First though it was on-out E up Preston Drove, veering 
NE along Balfour Rd, then up the connecting steps to Osborne Rd. It was here that BQ 
participated in an adhoc ‘Champion Of The Steps’ competition, fielding also daughter 
Just River and son Just Otto, both new to BH7, and returning Just Pinks. With winner 

crowned at circle as, drumroll, River, a future hasher in 
the making maybe! Continuing E up Osborne Rd, here 
encountered was the first of four fishhooks, improbably 
a too-kind 2. Until at circle, NN revealed the counts were 
2, 6, 1, 2 that cleverly spelled out the 26/12 date. A 
conundrum though as at this first hook, it was your 
author first, Peter Pansy’s buggy-conveyed baby Just 
Penny second, and buggy-pushing PP third. PP’s solution 
as to which two should fishhook was to ‘loan’ buggy+baby, also new to BH7, to Hot Fuzz, to run with. 
PP meanwhile ran the hook, earning himself DD for temporary baby abandonment! It was then 
switchback SW along Lowther Rd, to continue up Preston Drove, with a W-shape loop around Blakers 
Park. N up Ditchling Rd, trail dived through St Matthias Churchyard, to resume N along Hollingbury 
Park Ave. And then descend Hollingbury Rise W to enter woodland, encountering a colourfully-
accessorised beech. Crossing Upper Roedale Cottages lane, the burbs were regained W, via unnamed 
lane to cross Ditchling Rd, and then descend Woodbourne Ave. Where trail zig-zagged via 

Northfield+Larkfield Wy, Surrenden Rd, Beechwood Av+Cl, and Braybon Av. And according to google, Old Ct Cl, reassuringly that’s 
Court. A path W then gave way to Withdean Park SW traverse, exiting via Peacock Ln to London Rd, headed S. It was then E offpiste, 
across Surrenden Field, to curve S via Surrenden Cres then Rd and on-inn to the pub. Where after sustenance+refreshment, and the 
pack’s move from the increasingly chilly terrace to the warm interior, circle was called, first asking newcomers Penny, River and Otto 
if trail was squelchy enough, muddy enough, and if we would be seeing them on-trail again. Penny burbled something, while River 
and Otto varied on muddy-enough-ness. I’m sure we can find a consistency agreeable to both for their hopeful return. Meantime 
they were challenged with an apple juice DD each, while Penny had scored a 
formula milk DD earlier. Returnees Eccles+Hansel had scarpered, Just Richard was 
welcomed back, and continuing the yoof theme Bouncer+Angel’s lads 
ET+Crackerjack were welcomed back with a DD, as if they needed! NN was then 
thanked for Boxing Day haring, and exposed for running through a check of his 
own making, earning DD together with PP for his running through a hook. Who 
doubly-earned for on-trail serious running yapping. Joining RIB for DD was Just 
Pinks, for her Xmas day consumption of an entire bottle of Baileys. The pub 
couldn’t sell us a Mr Creosote style one-more-morsel Baileys shot for Pinks, so we 
made do with a JD. And then in a trialled-tradition from London City hash, the last 
DD was introduced by the RA pointing to a half of beer, and querying ‘What’s This 
?’. To which the pre-trained pack sung in response, ‘It’s The Final Down Down !’, 
to the tune of The Final Countdown 1988 rock anthem by band Europe. With DD 
being awarded to Wiggy and to Bouncer for ignoring walker’s trail marks, ploughing a parallel furrow of their own devising. Except 
that actually it wasn’t the final DD, as DD under-beering meant there were two left. These were duly awarded to Cliffbanger, for 
being walker’s leading light with his bejewelled Santa hat. And Just Richard, as honorary yoof and thus eligible for DD. Which gave 
the pack second opportunity at anthem belt-out. And then as trialled last week, circle was closed by RA’s ‘May The Hash Go In 
Peace’. Last week per training, the pack responded likewise. However research since has revealed the correct response is the far 
more apt ‘May The Hash Go In Pieces’. The pre-trained pack responded so, indeed 
accurately describing the subsequent inebriated state of a number of the hardcore. 
In particular your author, who was understandably bloodily bit on the nose by Just 
Pink’s dark-coated hash hound Lucy on going snout-to-snout. I'd do the same if I 
were her and some 3-pints-the-worse random stuck his snout in my zone! The sign-
in sheet has suitably recorded Lucy’s dining option in red. A preference not shared 
by kennel-mate Wonky Tail. 

 



Nothing screams “It’s Christmas”* more than Mariah Carey… (*except Noddy, of course!) 
So some genius has photoshopped her about to be murdered in a series of horror stills! How many can you identify? 

 

 

 
 



IN THE NEWS… 
Campaign For Really WOKE Ale: Beer enthusiasts told not to say 'pub crawl' or 'happy hour' 
to be more inclusive and end 'lad culture' around drinking By JONATHAN ROSE FOR MAILONLINE  
Beer enthusiasts have been told not to say 'pub crawl' or 'happy hour' to be more inclusive and end 'lad culture' around 
drinking. Members of the Campaign for Real Ale (CAMRA) should avoid using phrases such as 'join the lads for a swift few after work' as 
they could put off women from joining in. The updated guidelines instead advise members to say they are embarking on a 'pub tour' 
where they will 'savour a pint'. Earlier this year, the group launched a diversity drive in a bid to lose its 'male, pale and stale 
image' and attract more ethnic minorities, women and gay people. 

 
'We want to connect in a positive way with everybody. We are welcoming to all,' a statement on the CAMRA website reads. Avoid "lad culture" 
overtones which can be alienating to many. Beer banter is fine, just make sure it's inclusive to everyone. Terms such as "pub crawl" and "happy 
hour" should be avoided. Instead, use alternatives such as "pub tour" and encourage the "savouring of a pint". Empathy with our members is 
paramount. Treat your colleagues to a drink after work, rather than "join the lads for a swift few".'  
CAMRA was established in 1971 to campaign for the survival of a wide variety of traditionally brewed quality real ales. It now boasts 160,000 
members and 45 paid staff, working out of headquarters in St Albans. However, the 'brand guidelines' have drawn criticism from members, with 
one saying: 'Just call it what you want and don't be cowed or bogged down by what terminology CAMRA deems is safe.' According to The 
Telegraph, another commented: 'I have never in my life met a person who believed that a pub crawl literally meant drinking so much that you 
could not get to the next.' Tom Stainer, the chief executive of CAMRA, said: 'Our brand guidelines were updated in 2019 to provide guidance to 
our volunteers on fostering an inclusive and welcoming CAMRA experience for all. 'We believe that pubs play a vital role in providing a natural 
home for responsible drinking in a supervised environment and that moderate beer consumption can play a role in a healthy lifestyle. 

onononononononononononononononononononononononononononononononon 

Everyone seems to just remember the younger normal ants at this time of the year. The older quaint ants being forgot. 

 
How many can you name?  

Obviously we don’t need the names of the Ukrainian victims of Putin’s end of life crisis 

muscle flexing. Have a go and, you never know, the answers may appear in the next issue. 

Farewell Pele. A true great. 

 

 

 

An optimist stays up until midnight to see the new year in. A pessimist stays up to make sure the old year leaves. 



Disappearing down a Christmas rabbit hole with The Camelford Arms… 
Having been sufficiently amused by the Camelford Arms in Kemptown’s COVID related Christmas posts to want to include 

them in the trash, but given the substantially reduced impact of COVID on our lifestyle, feeling that it was now or never, 

your editor went in search of some better quality versions then the scrappy ones stored, only to end up discovering another 

whole series of funny, punny, dog-related Christmas items recognising their status as the most dog-friendly pub in town! 

 

 

 

 

 

  



IN THE NEWS ctd. 

 

Incorporating Muppet of the month: 

 

This is so sad... 
When I was a child, my father (although 
some say he isn't really my father) 
cheated and didn't love my family. Later, 
my parents divorced. 
Soon after my mother, who slept around, 
died in a car accident. 
My brother and I had to live in my 
grandma's old house. 
The whole family lived on my grandma's 
savings. 
My uncle is thought to be a paedophile. 
Grandma just died. 
Dad, who talks to the trees, and is now 
73, had to go out to work to support the 
family. Dad has cut me off without a 
penny because I married an actress. 
Life just isn't fair. 
Prince Harry  

 
Prince Harry is 100% royal, but Meghan Markle is 0% royal so their son is the half-blood Prince. If the next baby is a girl, it should be 
Princess Leia after her mum! 

 

Harry’s plans to avoid unwanted attention hit yet another snag after he accidentally authors 

an explosive tell-all memoir about his life in the Royal Family due for release in January 2023. 



 

and other rude back of the trash Christmassy stuff 

 
WARNING: Female aliens are kidnapping me with big cocks this Christmas. Obviously you’re 

not in any danger, but I wanted  to let you know that this spaceship is f*cking awesome! 

MERRY CHRISTMAS 

 
It’s not officially Christmas until you’ve told a roll of sellotape to f*ck off!

 

 
 


